
Better chips for better compost

Professional trimming and pruning keeps the plants, shrubs 
and trees in your garden healthy and strong. The garden 
waste which is being produced is also a valuable source of 
energy for new life in your garden. The decomposition cycle 
depends highly on the way how garden waste is cut. ELIET 
has a range of powerful shredders that produce chips with a 
special value for the cycle of nature. 

ELIET Chopping PrincipleTM

ELIET has developed and patented an unique shredder 
system, the Chopping Principle™. Just like a wood axe, the 
blades cut the wood by exploiting the weakness in its natural 
structure. The green waste is converted into small chips in a 
splitting and cutting cycle. This creates quick composting sh-
redding material. The main advantage of the ELIET Chopping 
Principle™ is still its low power consumption. It is easier to 
cut wood by going with the grain, and this shredder system 
takes full advantage of this. That’s how ELIET shredders 
achieve higher performance with less engine power. All of 
this means energy savings and less noise for you.

Battery-powered shredder 
for private use

 BioTechTM chips

Through the cutting process according to the Chopping 
PrincipleTM, chips are intensely bruised and frayed. These Bio-
TechTM chips therefore have a favourable fibre structure that 
breaks down faster. After shredding, you immediately get a 
good and airy mixture with the correct level of humidity. That 
is how BioTechTM chips contribute to greater efficiency of 
your composting system.
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Everything good comes together
Proven ELIET chopping technology with innovative EGO battery system

Maximum branch thickness 45 mm

Number of chopping movements/minute 48.000

Capacity (wheelbarrows/hour) 14

Number of blades RESISTTM/6 (12 pcs.)

Collection bag capacity 80 L

Input height 1200 mm

Storage dimensions (L x W x H) 740 x 650 x 1050 mm

Weight 63 kg

Accessories moisture sieve

Knives Can be re-sharpened 

after installation, can 

be used on both sides

maestro country X epower
Specifcations

Battery voltage 56V

Protection class IPX5

Battery compartments 2 PU2700_Dual Ports

Speed control Eco/Turbo

Battery-status indicator LED

Output power 3.03kW at 3200 rpm 

Maestro Country now with EGO Power+ System
Advantages battery version No power loss due to extension cable Ecologically in your garden

No exhaust gases Shred flexibly

Battery-powered version

► 56V 10Ah | 1h30 chopping capacity | 28 wheelbar-
rows

► 56V 5Ah | 45 min. chopping capacity | 14 wheelbar-
rows

ELIET Chopping PrincipleTM

► Proven and patented ELIET chopping principle

► Reversible blades - lifetime, can be used on both sides

100 working hours

► Blades can be resharpened when already installed

56V 10Ah ARC Lithium battery

► Efficient shredding capacity

► Suitable for devices from the EGO Power range

► Future-oriented battery platform

► High quality for up to 1.200 charging cycles at full
battery power




